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There will come a time when the 2000s-2010s will either be considered the best or the worst era. 

During these years, technology perked up a bit, phones rolled out like new money with glitzy 

touchscreens and social media bloomed everywhere and connected people all over the world 

while at the same time creating a large disconnect between people in real life. 

It's no secret that 2017 might turn out to be a depressing year what with the various international 

issues going on. There's a possibility that technology growth could take a take a hit or continue 

growing. However, judging from the state of recent media, it doesn't look like it's going to be 

happening anytime soon. 

Foldable touchscreens: 

Recently, Samsung revealed its new designs for a foldable touchscreen phone which could end 

up being used in the future, and Apple launched its new MacBook Pro which didn't have much 

USB plots. This did not go down very well, as did the new cordless earbuds and the conspicuously 

absent jack in the iPhone.  

As a result, the coming years might turn out to be top-tech companies trying to repair their 

mistakes, trying to outdo each other and at the same time trying to come up with the next 'Big 

Thing'. Ironically, this could be what caused the blunders in the first place.  

Space technology: 

It is possible that in the midst of new chaos, prominent first world countries could be overtaken 

by others in terms of economy size and strength. There's a chance developing countries like our 

country could grow more powerful and gain traction in major fields like space technology. 

Nowadays, it is already known that several private companies and government agencies are 

competing to be amongst the first to officially land on Mars, Venus, etc. which could expand the 

horizons for the spacefaring industry by the next 25 years.  

Thanks to Elon Musk, electric cars, solar technology and space technology have experienced a 

much-needed boost. As a result of this, we can definitely expect electric cars to be more 

mainstream over the next 25 years, and definitely more rockets.  

With the advent of better equipment and discoveries in the science field, better, more efficient 

energy sources could be created which could power spacecrafts for longer than possible and 

hence allow them to go farther than imagined beyond our universe. 



Wearable LEDS: 

Wearable LEDS, by this time, would be more common. Prominent companies like Pepsi and Coca 

Cola would be advertising on the streets using LED cloth advertisements. Touchscreens would 

also expand beyond our tablets and phones to various other mundane things like windows, 

tables, walls even.  

Augmented and virtual reality: 

Augmented and virtual reality would become an actual part of reality. These would be used in 

the fields of medicine, engineering, the military, education and fashion. Children would go to 

their schools where they could watch videos on the screen or wall, explore space using virtual 

reality before lunch break, play around with various chemical combinations using simulations, 

program a robot easily in half an hour and learn about the world in ways their ancestors never 

could.  

People could easily decide to explore the Amazonian rainforests or see the Egyptian pyramids 

using virtual reality without having to worry too much about snake bites, crocodiles or 

mosquitoes. 

Advanced transport: 

If new super-aircrafts are designed for daily commuting, a person could go to work from Hong 

Kong to Melbourne in the morning within one or half an hour and still reach home before 

midnight.  

Cars would probably grow fully electronic, as Tesla Motors is already trying to do now. As of now, 

their cars can update software overnight as the owner sleeps, and charge the batteries, much 

like smartphones.  

The Hyperloop trains would also be fully used by this time. As of now, some companies are 

working on various hyperloop train models. Dubai has already started construction for Hyperloop 

trains, which will take people from Dubai to Abu Dhabi in less than two hours.  

Space tourism by this time would be highly possible since Richard Branson is already planning for 

Virgin Galactic to launch several space tours by the next 25 years.  

Advanced space telescopes: 

With the help of NASA's new James Webb Telescope (JWST) which will replace the Hubble 

Telescope soon, we could discover stars not seen before and observe new cosmic phenomenon.  

Ideally, the new world would have coal and oil consumption go down drastically with greener 

methods of energy overtaking the traditional methods. Solar energy consumption would 

skyrocket with the advent of solar house roofs which Elon Musk is already selling now and solar 

cars. 



 

3D printing in daily life: 

With the new growth in 3D printing, it is almost certain 3D printing will become a cheap, 

affordable commodity within 25 years with little kids printing their science exhibition models 

using it, before going to school in the morning.  

Electronic trees: 

Electric supercars would zoom down vast, remote African desert roads and park underneath 

brightly lit, manmade electronic 'trees' where they could connect their car to it, charge it and at 

the same time, obtain Li-Fi and water from the 'trees'. These 'trees' will not be your average birch 

or palm tree --these will be the new world trees which take in sunlight and CO2 and produce 

water and electricity. These trees, if they should ever exist, would ultimately change the world 

and could potentially be used on new planets. In my opinion, if we should ever design modified 

versions of these trees which produce water and essential nutrients for barren lands, we could 

reduce droughts and potentially reduce hunger.  

Robotics in daily life: 

Robotic nurses would be more common in nursing homes, hospitals and homes for the less abled. 

Houses would be completely different in terms of appearance and functionality. You would be 

able to change the colour of entire walls, or control security and surveillance with a tap or swipe.  

The disabled would definitely struggle less with the technology of the future. Bionic eyes would 

help the blind see while newer, advanced cochlear implants would help the hearing impaired 

hear, and subtitle glasses would help them understand others more. They would also be used for 

offering temporary translation services to people from different countries who are 

communicating with each other in different languages. Robotic prosthetics would help 

paraplegics gain better control of their limbs.  

In conclusion, if technology is actively encouraged and allowed to grow in the right direction, the 

world would be an entirely different place by 25 years.  

 


